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In the late summer of 1940 as German troops completed their occupation of France, Dr Walther Funk,
president of the Reichsbank, proposed a new economic order for the postwar world, based on the
primacy of the Reichsmark. John Maynard Keynes, in his role as an economic adviser to the Treasury,
was asked to prepare a statement “exposing the fallacious character of the German proposals”.

Keynes did so, but typically turned a challenge into an opportunity, proposing an international currency 
union. Four years later his ideas were formally adopted at Bretton Woods, leading to the creation of the 
International Monetary Fund and the other institutions that have overseen more than half a century of 
sustained growth.

A similar combination of vision and practicality is needed now in response to a very different challenge –
the risk of a fundamental change in the earth’s climate caused by emissions of carbon.

There is strong evidence that climate change has already begun. Twenty three of the 24 warmest years
since records began in 1850 have occurred since 1980. Sea levels have risen by an average of 3.1mm
per year over the period from 1993 to 2003 – almost twice the historic average rate of increase. The
incidence of major floods, the number of wildfires, average wind speeds and the frequency of cyclones
have all risen in the past two decades.

What is certain is that emissions of greenhouse gases are still rising. The aggregate concentration of 
carbon in the atmosphere is now up to 380 parts per million having risen by 1.9 ppm per annum during 
the past 10 years.

There is no such certainty about the absolute level of concentration at which irreversible changes to the
climate will occur. Scientific judgments put the “safe” level between 400 and 550 ppm with the
consensus shifting towards the lower end of that range.

Some countries, including the UK, are beginning to respond. The agreement by the European Council to
a 20 per cent target reduction in emissions by 2020 is welcome but insufficient. The challenge is global 
and only a response that embraces the US and China will be adequate.

The Keynesian answer lies in the creation of an international institutional structure that would set the 
framework within which market forces can find the most efficient solution. In short we need an 
International Carbon Fund.

The ICF would begin by setting a target in terms of the amount of emissions reduction necessary to
keep the concentration of carbon below an agreed ceiling – for the sake of argument 450 ppm. The
target would be global but delivery is of necessity local.

The second task of the fund would be to allocate quotas – a proportion of the target for which each
participating state would be responsible. Any allocation is a matter for political negotiation but formulas
could be constructed to reflect current emission levels and variations in per capita income. The
aggregate target and quotas would be reviewable, perhaps every five years, to reflect progress and
advances in scientific knowledge.

Although the target and the allocations would be centralised decisions, the carbon fund would not tell 
individual countries how to meet their national goals. The market, including the elements of personal 
choice that reflect national culture, would produce many different answers. 

The third crucial task of the ICF would be to establish a system to monitor and verify action on 
reductions, as well as mechanisms to fund clean, low carbon development through loans or grants to the
poorest countries. Finally, the fund would legitimise the creation of a trading exchange designed to 
ensure that emissions were reduced in the most cost-effective way. The currency of the exchange would
be carbon reduction units, or crus for short.

In common with the IMF, the creation of a carbon fund would provide clarity at a time of uncertainty 
about the post 2012 carbon accord. Both producers and consumers of energy would start to invest in the
required shift to a lower carbon economy. The primary purpose of the Fund would be to mitigate 
emissions but the underlying objective would be to sustain growth and economic progress.
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We are promised great things on climate issues from the Group of Eight summit. But ringing 
declarations are not enough. Human progress, as Keynes recognised, has always been underpinned by 
organisations. As climate change begins to threaten the sustainability of such progress the need for an 
institution capable of developing a practical way forward is urgent.

Clearly the consensus needed to create the ICF and the currency of crus is absent. But there was no
consensus in the autumn of 1940 and agreement took Keynes four difficult years of negotiation. In 1941,
he wrote to the governor of the Bank of England: “Perhaps you will think the proposals too ambitious,
too idealistic, altogether too grand. But isn’t this a merit?” Then as now the scale of the problem
determines the scale of the required response.

Lord Browne is chairman of the advisory board of the Cambridge Judge Business School and former 
chief executive of BP. He writes in a personal capacity. Mr Butler is director of the Centre for Energy 
Studies at the school
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